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I INTRODUCTION 

ART-Most people have an appreciation of art. An important part/aspect of our human life, as it plays a vital 

role. Most of us don’t realize that, consciously or unconsciously depend on art in our day to day working 

system. Art is prominent as we are surrounded by art. From decorating our house to the cooking, and from 

dressing every day in the morning to the greenery of our house, we are using and surrounded by ART only. We 

just need to have that EYE. It is present in cultures across the world. Art is not only found in museums and 

galleries, but it is everywhere. Art was first found on walls of caves. Art has the most important role in the 

development of the mankind. 

Art is so pure. Just like, the white colour gets mixed up with every other colour – same is in the case of ART. 

Art is so into in our lives that we never realize the contribution of ART and its support. While art may not be 

vital to fulfill our basic needs it does make our life joyful. Art develops our good qualities. 

Everywhere you go, Art is evident – that is why it is connected with religion also. In our all temples, churches 

and other sacred places, we can see the paintings, sculptures, engravings and other masterpieces created by our 

great masters. History and historical places are the best examples for this. 

Visual art can affect our mood – sometimes positively and sometimes negatively. It’s a very powerful tool. An 

artistic creation can make us happier, calm, and inspirational and sometimes motivates us to create. On the other 

hand- many a times wrong selection of any creation gives the worse impact also like disturbing emotions, anger 

or even depression. 

 

II ART AND INSPIRATION (Awareness) 

Many a time’s art inspires us for good causes. As it motivates the employees and that gives better results. It is 

everywhere and influencing our day to day lives. It makes us happy, joyful and many at times it relaxes us. 

Basically it is our natural part as and when required, we express ourselves through art only. It helps in bringing a 

strong balance in our everyday life. It influences our emotions thoughts and views, souls and sometimes our 

moral values. Moreover it also influences and develops the consciousness of a person. Our lives would be dull 

without Art. The inspiration we get is remarkable. Students are also inspired by art and they use art in their 

everyday school works. They make their charts, assignments,models with the help of arts and their creative 

capability. Art even inspires theater artists also. The artists organize many artistic plays and motivates the public 

for kindness and generosity. 

 

2.1 Functions of Art 

Art has many functions to play in our day to day life. It is the part of our life. Art can be seen from daily 

clothing to the food (clothing) and from landscaping of a home garden to the decoration of interiors of a house. 
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The elements and principles of art helps us to improve with every passing day. The combination of Colours, the 

light and shade helps a person in every sphere of his life (clothing-food-interiors-etc.). It is not confined to art 

objects around us. Rather it is in the music we hear, the dances we enjoy, the films we watch are also the works 

of Art only. Art is very much functional. It enriches the knowledge, it inspires, it motivates, and it makes our life 

colorful, rhythmic and helps in giving artistic touch to our everyday work. Art creates notions about beauty and 

harmony. When I sing or perform it helps in building up my confidence before the society. 

 

2.2 The Importance of Art in Life 

Art is very important in our day to day life. It influences our lives. Art is very important as it makes our lives 

bright and full of colors. One cannot underestimates the powers of art. Nobody knows Darwin (a scientist), 

whereas everybody knows Darwin through Art for his theory of evolution. I.e. is a science .Art is scientific also, 

as same as the scientific artists do many experiments with his Colours,methods (techniques) and with material 

also. 

 

2.3 There few main reasons why we give importance to art:- 

Art improves our creativity skills. 

Art gives us joy 

Art relieves stress 

Art gives us the opportunity to showcase our talent. 

Art gives us confidence 

Art helps us learn visually 

Art helps us to communicate with other people. 

Art helps us in expressing our emotions. 

Art itself is a different language. 

Art helps us in performing academically. 

Art improves our concentration level. 

 

III ART AND SOCIETY 

Art is the oldest means of expression. Society always needs art as the way of expression of contentment. The 

posters in the gardens, hospitals, schools, markets, workplaces not only guides rather decorates the place and 

gives the feeling of oneness. Moreover, by observing the creations of people from other cultures we can gain a 

better understanding of their lives. It (ART) is a very powerful tool, which helps in improving communication 

between different cultures. Moreover builds up strong relations with other lives, our skills, our thought 

processes etc. art exist of society and in every generation. Society depends up.’/on art. It is a very powerful 

source of social awareness. As we are living in a fast- paced society- we need art for relaxation. Art bridges the 

gap between different cultures and cults. With the use of art we can help the millions of people .Art helps by 

influencing the society through changes in the opinions of mankind for some social cause. Researches shows 

that art affects the fundamental sense of self .Society makes man and man makes Art.Art is often used as a 

vehicle for social change. 
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IV ART-NATURE AND BEAUTY 

It is a usual human nature to admire beauty around us which may include natural as well as manmade resources 

like –buildings, furniture etc. Nature and art are co-related as both are very expressive and impressive. Most 

importantly both gives birth to a new creation. Native inspires both art and artist. Mostly, every artist have 

captured the scenic.Beauty of nature are in his(man) creations. Nature is very beautiful so everyone takes 

inspiration from it. Every artist may be a painter, a sculpture, an architect, a musician, or a dancer depends upon 

nature only. From the colour combinations to the flowing river’s music and from the dance of peacock to the 

wonderful and curvy shapes of objects. Every little part of all creations needs NATURE. Whatever creation is 

harmonious that is BEAUTIFUL. Artist, Nature and Beauty are like best friends. If one is missing then it seems 

as if the soul of whole work (art) is missing. They depend on each other. Their unity is so powerful that no one 

can break it. Nature is very positive and beautiful similarly artist always tries to create positively and beautiful 

objects for himself and for the society. They use elements and principles of art helps an artist in creating 

beautiful, magical and rhythmic work of art. It is a natural part of human beings. 

 

V ART- MUSIC AND DANCE 

A very important aspect of human life- MUSIC AND DANCE. Just like painting art, dance and music is also 

within ourselves only. We just need to explore it. Many a times the combination of all three are very 

motivational for the personal growth of a human being. Music playedson radio keeps one’s energy up- The 

songs made up your mood for more and more hard work. The forms of Art are the integral part of our cultures as 

it provides us with a deeper understanding of emotions, self-awareness and more, and that cannot be explained 

in worlds. These are one of the oldest and most important means of expression and is evident in our history. All 

kings, even ordinary human beings, even Saint used music and dance for their expression of thought, emotions. 

Everyone has a television or a radio at home and everyone uses both almost every day-which is a great 

application of the work of art. We daily listen music of different artist. On the other hand the movies or the daily 

soaps on television are also one of the work of art. 

 

VI ART AND RELIGION 

“Naach Re Mann Gur Ke Aage”-It is a quote from Gurbani which means dance and attract your Guru-who is 

going to help you and will take you out of this materialistic world. Dance is also one of the forms of art. A 

dancer will dance, a painter will paint, a sculptor will sculpt,a musician will sing before their God’s/ Lords and 

Guru’s. That is why our religious places are abundance with art in one and in another way. Religiousbhajans, 

Radha KrishnaReelas,paintings sculptures,manuscripts etc. are the proofs for this.Art is as sacred as Religion is. 

A religion needs art for the sake of its life. Many historical, religious books and the manuscripts are the true 

example of this. In India from Ajanta Art to the Mughal Art one can see many paintings, architecture based on 

religion. Even in the west the churches of High Renaissances period are the best examples. Art helped religion 

and recorded the history. 

 

VII ART AND HOME 

Art is useful at homes. Homes are not homes, if art is not there. As Homes means- A place where a human being 

comes, rests, relaxes forgets his all tensions, enjoys with family, shares each and every ups and downs of his 
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life. So, for these Art also plays a vital role so both are inseparable. Art is the most understandable way. Art 

takes one to another world where one interdicts everything with emotions. We need new ideas, we need now 

ways of doing things and a whole new way of approaching each other.It is agreeable that we are surrounded by 

art and also rely on it for our daily routines. When we enter someone’s house, it is difficult for us to stop 

ourselves from appreciating, the way the living room is decorated. One can see the rhythmic way of placing the 

furniture. Harmonious display of photographs on the walls. However, the importance of art in human life is of 

worth considerations. 

 

VIII ART AND INTERIORS 

Interiors needs Art. Art is everywhere. Art makes interiors beautiful. They add life to any dull house. Art helps 

in changing a house into a home- by adding Colours of life in it. The use of decorative pieces wall hangings, 

painting, sculptures and other beautiful upholstery like colorful Bedsheets, Cushions, Furniture, Carpets and 

Rugs, Curtains etc. make the home look beautiful. Rest the combination and selection of Colours and objects is 

according to the choice of the family/person who are living in. 

 

IX ART AND FOOD 

The colorful food or dishes motivates you for eating. No one will like to have colorless food. The colorful food 

is always tempting. If one is not hungry then also, one will definitely taste. Not only the Colours of the food but 

also the taste – is what every hungry person aspires for. Art object helps in securing food and in protecting it, to 

serve and to store. The art works of food reflex how people live,dinedand even what they ate. Food has astrong 

connection with rituals and various religion. Food itself essential element of life along with clothing and shelter. 

Humans(Indian)focus much of their daily energy on their food that is why we are not surprised to see so much 

of representation of food bin paintings, sculptures etc. 

 

X ART AND GARDENING 

It is also one of most aspect of our daily life- as the beautiful surroundings around us makes us happy and 

satisfied. When one gets up in the morning, going to our home gardens makes our mornings fresh and happy. 

The systematic gardens relaxes us, makes us joyful and helps in relaxes our all kind of stress and tensions of 

life. The flowers their colour and fragrances, the varied bushes, the proportionate path, the curvy flowing trees 

and bails makes us joyful .It is our duty to keep the surroundings neat and clean. Wherever man is Art is also 

there. The connection between painting and landscaping the garden is long, intimate,and symbolic. Artist have 

shown many gardens in their paintings. Gardens have also directly influenced the work of artist. 

 

XI ART AND CLOTHING (FASHION) 

The most important part of one’s life is to cover your body. The very basic necessity –but if used carefully and 

creatively it becomes FASHION. Wearing the same fabrics but differently is fashion. Everyone likes to be 

fashionable –and this is ART. The varied dresses we wear, the hairstyles we make, the makeups we do, the 

Footwear we wear –all are the part of Art’s so art is everywhere, where man is .A simple shirt can be creative, if 

the fabric is used in a different style .One can create many styles .One can create many styles for their dresses 

.The lines also create magic in clothing. The vertical lines makes you look longer, the horizontal lines makes 
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you look broad (fat). The Colours worn should be according to your complexion of the body (skin) ultimately-

art and clothing both are made for each other and cannot be separated. 

 

XII INSPIRATIONAL AND JOYFUL ART 

The art is joyful so as inspirational .It inspires a person for life. Sometimes a, artistic piece of any kind –can 

inspires you to live and to forget the stresses of one’s life. Now a days,many international and national company 

have started playing music in their offices for the better results of their employees. Most people have 

appreciation for art. They enjoy while observing and many a times by creating it- this is the objective and 

subjective part of human being. Everywhere we go we find posters on some or other topics, the advertisement, 

the quotes , the slogans are not only joyful, creative rather inspires us for life. The cultures of different countries 

also attract each other. Art breaks the boundary’s in music and dance also. These forms also inspires – the good 

music and rhythmic dances. One is full of creativity-only one must have the potential to explore it within self – 

This help ART. It motivates every person in one way or the other. 

 

XIII ART AND HISTORY 

Art is a way to express many things. Art is a diverse field and it includes artistic imprints (proofs)in many 

forms, which may include the creation of images or objects in fields including paintings, 

sculptures,printmaking,photography and other visual media. The first form of art were found on walls of ancient 

caves of prehistoric times in the form of stone works as well as paintings. Art gives a way to expresses our 

feelings. Until 17
th

century, art referred to any skill or mastery and was not different from craft or sciences. But 

in modern times it becomes ART (Fine Art) where aesthetic consideration are paramount. Though art has 

become commercial these day, but to understand it let’s go to the prehistoric or historic period where the 

concept of Art was real. It is real today also but to some extent now. The precious monuments, painting 

sculptures-speak the true story of mankind of that times and they date roughly 40 thousand years ago have been 

found. Host of the works still survive and their influence have been transmitted to other cultures. Few also have 

provided the first record of how artist’s work. In history mankind started art with the depiction of religion and 

then to the geometrical patterns, calligraphy, andarchitecture. These can be seen in all over the world. That was 

an important phase of religious art development. The Western Age of 18
th

 century saw many artistic 

depictionsof physical and rational certainties, as well as politically revolutionary visions of Post monarchist 

world. The late 19
th

 century then saw a host of artistic impressions. This period saw a great rise in the artistic 

movements. Then the 20
th

 century art is a very well narrative of endless possibilities and the search for new 

standards. Later, with the increasing global interaction, the influence of other art and cultures on each other is 

quite evident. Indian art already have the impact of Persians and western art, whereas west had impact of 

African art. The western- “ISMS”-are the best examples of Art history. The high renaissances period of west has 

also given remarkable masterpieces of art-that is not only in painting, sculptures, architecture but in Poetry, 

Music, Dance also. History repeats itself. So after few years the art was improving and growing a lot. The 

historical places speaks a lot about creatively. The huge places, robust sculptures,big paintings, lavish frames, 

still gives you strong impact. 
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XIV NEW TRENDS OF ART 

Today in the 21
st
 century the dimensions of art have changed a lot in comparison to the past (history). 

The latest trends in art which are in due to advancement in the technology. These are very stylish and trendy. 

These innovative styles of art attracts everybody. 

ANIMATION ART- which includes drawn characters and it is one of the part of cinema. 

BODY ART- sometimes artist uses body as a way of expression. Artist paints the body like a canvas. 

BRIEF ART- a short and sweet type of art which does not last longer like Fruit Sculptures. 

COMIC WRITTING- the art of telling stories with drawings and related scripts. 

DIGITAL ART- in this creation is made with vectors and pixels in a computer. 

FRACTAL ART- a physical art which is made with expression of mathematical calculations. 

GASTRONOMY- it is an art of mixing flavors and causing pleasures with meals. All these kinds influence a 

person, be it emotionally, socially, even economically. They are also the part of our dailylife in addition to other 

trends of art. 

 

XV CONCLUSION 

So to conclude, I can say that art is a necessity for a human being –for his growth-metal and physical. Art 

enriches the academic skills,thoughts processes,and even the cultural skills of a person. Where ever we go we 

see art. Art is in our life,and in soul. It brings joy happiness and makes a person feel strong. Art is beautiful it 

develops faith in life as it is pure. 
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